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Typical NYC airport 5('%52(-*/-
No qualms about 

airline, English was 
quite good

Nice, no qualms. Free 
Wifi, dunkin donunts, lots 

of English
Air Avianca My layover in BOG 

was too long

Ok airport. Free Wifi, but 
you have to search for it. A+-'%B"'C

Small dinky airline, 
but cheapest to go in-
between Peru (from 

my research)

There is nothing 
international about this 

tiny airport. No Wifi. One 
gate, one baggage 

claim. You can see/hear 
when your one plane 

lands.

Star Peru
Btw, this airline 

doesn’t really speak 
English

Bigger airport, lots of 
tourists come to this 

place. No Wifi.
Star Peru
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Baggage costs extra.  
English is ok.

Nice airport, very difficult 
to find wifi.

Most logistically painful 
airport on the whole trip. 
Horrible layout, no wifi, I 

hate this airport.

B#C*-%
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Typical airline, 
English is ok.

Nice airport, clean, free 
wifi, but more than the 
others, I found this one 

Pluna 
Uruguay

My favorite airport. Nice, 
modern, free wifi. Clean. AJI%5('#(*"3

My favorite small 
airline. Every leg they 
provide meals. Nice 

people, English 
doable.

Tiny airport, so small 
there is no Wikipedia 
page, but there is free 

wifi.

Sky Airlines

It is affordable, but 
they kill you on 

change fees (the 
weather around these 
parts aren’t the most 

predicable).

Smallest airport that I 
visited!they only have 
one ticket counter. No 

wifi. Tiny

Sky Airlines
One more 

note!kinda cool you 
can pay with Paypal

Aerolineas 
Argentinas

I was stuck here for a 8 
hour layover!with 
delays 10 hours.

=$KLM-'(H

Bad experience on 
this one. English is 

bad, logistics seems 
like a mess.

Horrible airport. Too 
many people, complete 

mess, I wonder how 
they’re going to deal w/ 
the world cup/Olympics. 

No Wifi.

GoL/Varig
Navigating the 

website, is not the 
best experience.

Small cosy airport. No 
wifi. Only qualm, it is 1 

hour by car from the city.
.5F

Organized, good 
English. My favorite  

airline of the trip.

Decent sized airport. No 
wifi. For being a major 

hub, it should be better.
TAM

Like their Brazilian 
cousin, GoL, their 
website is also not 
easy to navigate.

TAM

TAM
For the international 

flight they had movies 
on-board.

Back home!
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Punta Arenas, Chile
(PUQ)

Puerto Natales, Chile
(PNT)
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